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CMOS outshines NMOS on high-speed U



digital chips After many years in the shadow of NMOStechnology, CMOS is taking over the bulk of NMOSapplications, with high-speed, low-power architecture. A new CMOSRAMproves it can top NMOS in both perfonnance and price Steve Smith Program Manager of Technology Development Dan Freitas Senior Engineer Intel Corp. Static RAM Operation Santa Clara, CA



ntil recently NMOS technology was the front-running process for manufacturing digital memories and logic. It was simpler and cheaper than its archrivaJ, CMOS. It was faster, too, and had no latchup problems. But the scene has changed. NMOS is giving way and CMOS is taking the lead. For one thing, today's state-ofthe-art NMOS processes are far more complex than those of their predecessors. Four or five transistor types have replaced the two basic types of the past. The single-layer polysi1icon and metal-interconnect schemes of early NMOS devices are losing ground to double·level polysi1icon and double-level metal. At the same time, RC tlme-constant delays, once critical CMOS speed limiters, are dropping, thanks to a variety of low-resistance gate techniques. The result Is that the complexity of NMOS fabricationand hence Its cost--is now on par with that of CMOS.



M~y 'IICtora It work Other factors have also been at work. CMOS, with its new submicron, high-speed-geometry transistors, has been rapidly moving into NMOS high-speed digital-Ic territory. In addition, its latch-up sensitivity has been brought under con· trol, and transistor scaling has boosted the formerly weak p-channel CMOS chip to reasonable strength. Of course, CMOS'S traditional forte, low power dissipation, hasn't changed, so new chip designs can be pushed to the limit without violating package power limits. And the in· herently high C)(OS noise immunity allows future power-supply scaling to low signal levels with a minimum



number of circuit changes. Clearly, CMOSis moving into the No.1 spot for all semiconductor classifications. Taking advantage of the new capabilities of CMOS,Intel has developed a CMOSversion of its high-performance NMOSprocess (HMOS III). The new technology, called CHMOS III, uses p-wells on n- Epilayer processing, which incorporates 1.3-l'm p and n devices. Transistors are interconnected by two-layer metal and single-layer polysilicon. Pwell processing mallimizes performance. This permits tighter well-to-



ical metal-strapped static-RAMword line has a delay of 14 ns. Using an equivalent length of polysilicon, the delay is closeto 15 ns. Sound physics Proving that the semiconductor physics theory behind CHMOS III is sound, Intel has designed a new 16 K x 1-bit static RAM,the 51C67, using the process (see Fig. 1). Performance tests indicate that the device's maximum read-write cycle time is 85 ns:'-measured between signal lows of 0.8 V and highs of 2.0



Fig. 1. A stata-of-the-art process, Intel's CHMOS 11/ellmlnatas tha traditional CMOS drawbacks-low speed, latch-up, and low density. The 51C67 16-Kblt CHMOS 11/ RAM has 35-ns access tlma and dissipates less power than previous l-Kblt chips.



diffusion spacing than other methods -and the denser packing of devices. An n- Epi layer on an n+ substrate virtually eliminates latch-up woes, while the low resistivity of the n+ substrate shunts mosts of the dangerous substrate current to the Vcc supply. P-well Vss taps collect any stray well currents. Doublelevel metal reduces parasitic RCdelays in the CHMOS III. It eliminates all polysilicon interconnections of heavily loaded nodes and reduces delay significantly. For example, a typ-



Fig. 2. Intel's 510(17 static RAM creates voltage (V.) lor the Input buffers with a leedback rlllarene. g_rator. The advantage of this tachnlque Is thet the rNlstordivider ratJo In the rfIIerence ganerator remains stable OVtlf a wtde range of processing variations.



V-with 100-mA active and 10-mA standby current limits. To achieve a speed of 35 ns consistently throughout a manufacturing process, various process-tolerant circuit architectures must be used. One of the most process-sensitive circuits is an input buffer. Typically, a simple inverter serves as the first stage of the buffer. Although such an input device can be optimized for typical (5-V) operation, its performance is very sensitive and can degrade rapidly with variations in Vcc, temperature or processing. The 51C67's input buffer uses a resistor-divider ratio to set a reference voltage (V 1) of about 1.4 V as shown in Fig. !. Voltage V1 is fed into a feedback reference generator to produce a bias voltage (V 2) for the input buffers. Voltage V2 is maintained at such a level that the input inverters are biased just to their trip point. Thus, a small change in a pad voltage will cause a buffer's output to trip. The reference generator is designed so that V2 depends only on V l' An inverter's trip point, in turn, depends on bias voltage V2' In effect, the input buffer trip point is determined by the resistor-divider



voltage. Since a resistor divider is constant over any processing variation, the input buffer's trip point is also constant over these variations. In a high-speed RAM:,the heavily loaded data path is usually clamped to avoid large, low-slew voltage swings. These clamped data signals are fed to a differential sense amplifier for level restoration and buffering before being fed to the data-out terminal pin. The sense amplifier is usually the first device to fail under extended Vcc-range operation because it is a saturated-transistor circuit strongly dependent on bias voltage. Improper biasing causes the input,load, or current-source transistors to fall out



erdown, eliminating any linear DC power dissipation. After differential data signals have been amplified to full CMOS levels, additional buffering is necessary before driving the output pin. The 5lC67 uses a preferential delay technique to speed up the read-l path-the reading of a logic-l from the device. That is, the read-l path through the buffer inverters is optimized at the expense of the time through the read-O path. To compensate for the additional delay in the read-O bath, the senseamplifier output is preset to zero upon the transition of any address. Essentially, this gives the read-O path a head start, so the additional
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of saturation. This leads to reduced less common~mode rejection, and ultimately, operational failure. To extend the usable range of the sense amplifier, the 5lC67 uses a bias-controlled differential amplifier (see Fig. 3). The amplifier's load and current-source transistors are biased by V1 and V2' As Vrr rises or falls, V 1 and V2 are varied to rebias the amplifier. The bias generator is self-compensating for variagain,



tions in temperature,



process, and



voltage. In standby, both the bias generator and sense amplifier pow-



delay through the sense amplifier does not limit the overall access time of the device. The 5lC67's preset-to-zero scheme eliminates any unknown data-out states. It turns out that the same pulse used to preset the output also equalizes the data path. As in any equalized device, the sense-amplifier input becomes invalid during equalization. With the inputs invalid, the output data is indeterminate. To eliminate the indeterminate state, a designer can latch, threestate, or preset the output. Latching



requires a latch/unlatch clock with adequate margin to prevent latching the wrong data. But margins built into the latch directly increase access time, a less-than-desirable situation for a high-speed RAM:. Three-stating the output offers little improvement since during equalization, the output state is determined by the output load configuration. Presetting, on the other hand, forces data values to a known state during equalization, allowing the optimization of the other state. Writing and power-down There are always tradeoffs between the read and write circuitry of a RAM.For example, high-speed design practice dictates strong column clamps to minimize bit-line voltage swings. This is a good procedure for fast reads, but the write drivers must pull against the clamps when writing data to a memory cell. The result is a degraded low signal level, which, under some conditions, may be insufficient to write correct data to the cell. In the 5lC67, column-load switching is used to get the best of both worlds. During a read, strong column clamps enhance read speed while eliminating marginal cell conditions such as read-disturb in a noisy environment. During a write, the column clamps are switched off, allowing the column drivers to pull the column essentially to Vss. This low level ensures a solid write signal in any system environment. A key characteristic of the 5lC67 is its power-down feature. During deselect-ehip select (cs) set to a logic I-the RAM goes into a lowpower standby mode, dissipating only ~o of its active power. However, some high-speed portions of a system cannot take advantage of power-down. An instruction cache, for example, must be continuously updated with new instructions, and thus can never be deselected. For non-power-downapplications, Intel offers a sister chip to the 51C67, the 51C66. This RAM'S access time is specified at 20 ns. Both active and standby power are specified the same, 100 mA. The 20-ns access time is the equivalent of an output-



enable access for a common I/O device. In other words, after the addresses are first set up, the cs pin (equivalent to an output enable) is brought low. For normal accesswith es always low and the addresses changing-the read-access time is the same as that of the 61C67, namely 36 ns max. Eft.eta of nol •• A data sheet may specify a RAM as a 36-ns device, yet the system fails to operate with a 40-ns strobe signal. Before concluding that the RAM is bad, the designer should check the system's cleanliness. First, high-speed devices use extremely strong output drivers. An output can easily generate a 160mA peak during switching. When driving a 100-pF load with a V•• inductance on the order of 10 nH, the· low output-level can easily bounce up to 0.8 V (see Fig. 4). With dataword lines of 16 or 32 bits, the V•• line must be Implemented with largegauge wire. The bouncing of V•• not only degrades speed. It affects Input-level specifications such as the input highand low-levels VII/VII' If the input to the device .its 200 mV above the trip point and the output driver bounce. 400 mV below ground, the device suddenly sees an effective Input voltage 200 mV below the trip point. Such a large amount of noise means that the input must be driven further to overcome the so-called Vss feedback (see Fig. 5). High-speed systems can be built, of course, but they require care. Reducing inductance is the first step. Inductance in power-supply lines causes ani I x L drop when large current surges occur. That is, the magnitude of the drop Is L (di/dt). Thus, memory boards that were satisfactory for the last generation of RAMSmay be inadequate for the latest super RAMSbecause of the larger current glitches made possible by strong output drivers. Clearly, power planes or gridding with ample bypass capacitor density are a necessity in the power-distribution design of today's high. speed memory systems.



To reduce the Inductance of components, lead lengths should be trimmed appropriately on filter capacitors. Long leads interface with the filtering effect since a lead's series inductance increases the eapacitor-to-power supply impedance. Series inductance in an output lead is just as detrimental because
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the data coming from the RAM.The end result is reduced system-level throughput. One technique for decreasing the memory-access time delay is to use a fast intermediate memory--ealled a cache memory-located between the processor and the large mainstorage memory. Caches are de-
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it contrlbu tes to Impedance mismatching with the signal transmission line. Mismatching causes the ringing of the output signal, and if the ringing is severe enough, it causes a false data transition to the next stage. Thus, the bottom line on high-speed memory system performance is that It Is as dependent on careful board design as on fast memoryaccess-time. Fa.t RAM application. Since microprocessors operate at fixed clock rates, their data-fetch cycles consume a predetermined amount of time based on the clock rate. If the access time of external RAMis longer than a data-fetch cycle, wait states must be generated. Essentially, a wait state is wasted time since the processor cannot execute its current instruction without
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signed with extremely fast static RAHsthat store blocks of data from main memory. Since static RAHsare faster than the dynamic RAMSthat make up main memory, the processor can access data from the cache within its data-fetch cycle and thus eliminate time-consuming wait states. Cache RAMis a system application that demands the highest speed RAMS.But the most stringent demands don't always come from enduser system designers. Most logicsystem designers use microprocessor emulators to debug new applications. And the emulator itself demands the fastest static RAHS. Emulators use RAMSfor programmable control store, state machines, and capture memory. Each of these functions emulates the target microprocessor's internal functions. As



large memories. Circuits, such as a programmable control store, copythe functions of Internal control ROMS, which are often large memories. And clrculta such as the capture RAM determine how much status data can be recorded during a trapping operation. Traditionally, however, only small memories (1 to 4 Kbits) had sufficient speed to serve



powerful transistors on a single chip. But the increased density, means that the chip must dissipate more power per unit area, and the entire chip, therefore, must be capable of dissipating more power. As a chip's dissipation increases, the limits of its package dissipation are reached. When this happens, the only alternative is to slow down the
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Fig. 6. When the V.llne bOunces(as shown In Fig. 4), It lI1fects the highand low-tevel volt. Inputs to the RAM. Here an Input voltage of 1.8 V Is reduced :sIgnfficently-to 12 Vby a 400-mV bOunce In the V. fine. Noise such as thIs effectively debiases the Input, slowing down the throughput of the device.



such, they must be capable of running at the speed of the processor's internal clock rate. . The internal control memory must be faster than the external data memory since one external fetch cycle is equal to many internal control cycles. To make matters worse, an emulator is a board-level system that must operate at chip-level data speeds. Another problem is writing to the RAM. One of the functions of an emulator Is to trap and record blocks of data in real time. To do this, the RAM must be able to write as fast or faster than it can read. RAM speed is the priority in highperformance systems, but dense chips-large storage capacity-are also desirable. In a cache memory, If the data block Is small, there is little chance of having all the needed data within a single block. To maximize the "hit rate" (the probability of having the required data in the cache at the proper time), a large cache is necessary. Emulators can also benefit from



v*oo Fig. 8. One of the conttlblltcml 10 .a CMOS RAM's powe/ dls:slpatlon Is slmuJtene


in these applications. Thus, there is a clear need for high-density, highspeed static RAMS. NMOS can't do the Job The principal difficulty with NMOS technology is that it is up against a power wall. As speed demands increase, more powerful transistors are required to charge external parasitic capacitances faster. The NMOS solution is transistor scaling-building a smaller and more powerful transistor. Sca'ing, therefore, puts a greater number of



circuitry to reduce the power. As a result, the tradeoff in NMOS technology is to build slower devices to conserve power. CMOS technology, on the other hand, has no such limitstions. The CMOS advantage lies in its complementary pull-up and pull-down transistors. Since only one device is on at a time, DC power dissipation is extremely low. Using CMOS, it is possible to get the best of both worlds-very dense chips that can run at high speed. The major power contributions in



It RAM 1$affected significantly by tm, type of plJ/l-Up circuit used In tbe memory ItTray. A WHIrdepletion pu"-up (It> causes substMtlel standby d14slpatfon. A poly$Jncon ft!8l$tor pull-Up (b) reduces. d1$fJlpetlon, but the best solutJon-used 1(1new CMOS /WAs/a It potyps devlfUI pulktp (o).



Fig. 7. Stltooby power iii



CMOScome from conduction current and the current needed to charge parasitic capacitances (designated CVF,the latter is present in both CMOSand NIIOSdevices). It is an average current that depends on the cycle time of the device in operation. When reading a data sheet, designers should be aware that a CVFcurrent specified at a frequency of 1 MHz is meaningless if the device will actually cycleat 20 MHz. Simultaneous conduction current (see Fig. 6) is switching current. In a CMOS inverter, both the pull-up and pull-down transistors are on for a brief time as the output switches. High-speed CMOS devices may also have a DCcomponent. The resultant DCpower comes mostly from linear circuitry dissipation by non-CMOS devices such as differential senseamplifiers, which are necessary in memory devices to achieve maximum performance, even at the expense.of high power dissipation. A major advantage of CMOSover NMOSRAKsis that CIIOSdissipates



far less standby power. NMOS circuits use O-V threshold transistors as power switches, which unfortunately do not shut off completely. Thus, they contribute a high leakage-current to total standby power. CMOS, on the other hand, powers down automatically since no inverter can have its pull-up and pull-down transistors on simultaneously in the DCcase. In fact, CMOSIinear-circuit leakage is reduced to almost zero by using 'ii-V threshold p- and n-type power-switching transistors. A second source of standby power dissipation is in the memory array itself. Since a RAMcell is simply a set of cross-coupled inverters, the type of pull-up an inverter uses has a significant effect on standby power dissipation. Some NMOSRAMSuse a weak depletion-transistor as a pull-up (see Fig. 7a). The standby power is Ip" times the number of memory cells. For a 16-Kbit RAMhaving a weakdepletion drain current of 10 ~A, the arrays contribution to standby cur-



rent is 16 mA. Such a large current is far from optimum for a large memoryarray. A resistor load is another type of pull-up (see Fig. 7b) in which lightly doped polysilicon forms the resistor. Resistor values as high as hundreds of megaohms can be fabricated with this technique, thereby substantially reducing array current. But the problem with po]ysilicon resistors is high sensitivity to noise, soft errors, and pull-down leakage. The biggest problem, however, is that the sensitivities are "soft" by nature. That is, they are all but impossible to identify in a production test environment.



CMOSoffers another possibilitythe p-type load (see Fig. 7c). A pdevice is much stronger than either a resistor or weak-depletion pull-up. A strong p-device virtually eliminates soft sensitivities and draws no standby power. The resulting overall standby power is reduced to just a fraction of an equivalent NMOS chip's power. 0
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